Smoke Testing Agreement

In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein; it is agreed between the Florida Rural Water Association (FRWA) and _______________________________ (System), as follows:

The Florida Rural Water Association makes this service available to member wastewater systems in an effort to reduce inflow and infiltration into their wastewater collection systems.

**For smoke testing, the Florida Rural Water Association (FRWA) will provide the following:**
1. Smoke testing equipment for use in inflow and infiltration studies.
2. Sample letter of recommendations for wastewater systems to use in notification of customers of pending smoke testing project. FRWA accepts no responsibility for customer notification; customer notification is the responsibility of the wastewater system. If the FRWA field representative finds that customer notification has not been performed, the smoke test will be suspended until proof of customer notification has been performed. This proof must meet the satisfaction of FRWA. FRWA accepts no responsibility in the event that smoke enters a home or residence.
3. A. FRWA field person to assist in manhole inspection program for systems with fewer than one thousand (1,000) connections.
   B. FRWA field person for one (1) day of training of wastewater systems personnel in what to look for in a manhole inspection program for systems over one thousand (1,000) connections.
4. A. FRWA field person to assist in smoke testing for wastewater systems under one thousand (1,000) connections.
   B. FRWA field person to provide one (1) day of training of wastewater system personnel on proper smoke testing procedures for systems with over one thousand (1,000) connections.

**The member wastewater system will provide the following:**
1. No less than two (2) people familiar with the wastewater collection system to assist FRWA personnel in inspection of system.
2. System will be responsible for purchase of smoke product, gas for smoke blower and other necessary supplies (see cover letter).
3. System will provide all necessary employees’ insurance coverage and safety equipment for use by wastewater system personnel (not FRWA employees).
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